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NAME 
Abrv. STATUS Present NAME Abrv. STATUS Present 

Jill Bendeaux JB Foundation  Jane Whitworth JW Co-opted X 
Michael Bendry MB Foundation (Chair)  Christine Wilson CW Staff  
Rebecca Clark RC Parent Elected X Mike Riches MR Executive Headteacher  

Iona Cooper IC Parent Elected  Vacancy  Parent Governor  
Sue Hope SH LA      

Kathryn Kempster KK Co-opted  Kate Bashford KB Clerk to Governors  

Adam Sage AS Parent Elected       

 = Attended, A = Absent with Apologies, X = absent no apology 

 
Meeting Opened: 18.06 hrs 

 1 Welcome 

 MB welcomed all to the meeting. Due to the coronavirus situation, the meeting was held via 
Microsoft teams and only urgent items were included on the agenda.  

 Apologies 

 Rebecca Clark and Jane Whitworth were absent. 

 Quorum 

 The meeting was quorate. 

2 Declaration of Pecuniary Interests 

 None declared. 

3 Minutes of Previous Meeting 
 Minutes of meeting of 21/05/20 - date at the top of the minutes requires updating – Action 

KB. Minutes otherwise agreed.  
 

4 Matters Arising 
Actions from previous meetings were reviewed. Due to the coronavirus outbreak, it has not been 
possible for all actions to be completed. A number of actions will need to be carried forward to 
the Federated Governing Body (assuming a Federation Date of 1st Sept). These are summarised 
in the table at the end of this document. All other actions completed.  
 

5 Headteacher’s Update 
Report from MR had been made available on Teams. 
One small amendment to the report that appeared – regarding recruitment – we have looked to 
appoint another LBS. Our new cleaner has expressed an interest in taking up that role and 
therefore we hope to have that role filled by September.  
Is there any concern that children may leave the school? – not that I am aware of. Most parents 
seem to understand and are accepting of the current situation. A small number of parents have 
questioned us about it. MR has consulted with other headteachers: some other schools haven’t 
provided for year 1 and 6 since 1st June but we have done that. We have also offered moving up 
days and spaces to Pupil Premium Children.  
What areas are going to be covered by the new SIA? – this will partly depend on what the new 
SIA decides they need to focus on – but we will also guide them. This will be steered by the 
feedback from Ofsted, and also the hub focus on developing the subject leader. Also our 
commitment to improve the quality of teaching – we are confident this has improved through the 
training and with changes in personnel.  CW is going to be a mentor for the new teacher.  
MR has asked the SIA to look at the strengths of being in a federation for HT, staff and 
governors.  
What is his background? – he has been an Ofsted inspector, and involved in leadership in 
schools for a long time – his particularly strengths lie in developing subject leaders so it seems a 
good match.  
Governors agreed it was very encouraging to see so many children in school and thank you to 
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staff.  
What monitoring is going to accompany the SIA, and how will we pick up on monitoring targets? 
– how are governors going to monitor? – how are we going to be confident that progress is going 
to be made? – this feels like a question for governors, not the HT.  
  
With no achievement data, we will have internal data but there will be a backlog in that. We will 
have external reports will be from SIA and the LA update.  
CW explained a baseline assessment will be undertaken in September, which will allow us to 
track through the year.  
Is there any national or local guidance on how to assess the children when they return? – the 
Local Authority have been very helpful with the guidance. We will be focusing how to make the 
quality of teaching as good as it can be, and how we can help pupils make up ground on work 
they will have missed. Priority also has to be making sure they are safe coming back to school.  
Is there as argument to say governor link monitoring will be really important?  - we need to make 
sure we have this in place very early in the new school year.  
Has any thought been put in to how you manage the fact that some will have done more learning 
than others – how will you manage that? – schools around the country will be grappling with this 
and Local Authority advisors are providing advice on this specific point. Our Year 5/6 teacher 
had a meeting with the Maths Advisor today. This has been repeated for other years too. MR 
feels comfortable knowing that experts are giving us their best advice, and added that it’s 
important we have a very clear baseline assessment: we can then shape our teaching based on 
that information, whilst having regard to making sure we don’t overwhelm staff. It’s very normal 
to have many groups of mixed abilities in classes and teachers are used to dealing with that.  
CW and MR reviewed specific children who may have needed extra support and offered them 
the opportunity to return to school this term.  
Testing – statutory testing will return next May and June. MR is disturbed by this due to the 
chance that throughout the country, some classes may have to isolate: that will put classes at a 
disadvantage - it may change before next year. 
  
Can you tell us more about Curious city? – yes – we have done some training - really positive 
feedback from staff so far. It gives a really clear way forward and addresses points raised about 
the structure of curriculum raised by our Ofsted report last year.  
MR talked through an example “enquiry” provided by the Curriculum. It provides a mixture of 
knowledge and skills which is what we want at Hawkesbury. It is purposeful and has a very clear 
structure.  
CW commented that all teachers have had a planning session with the Curriculum provider. Its 
straightforward to follow and exciting. The providers are preparing a 2 week “community enquiry” 
to start with to recognise that some children won’t have been in school. The aim is to bring the 
class together and meet their needs emotionally and socially. 
 
Can we have some feedback on staff and children’s welfare? 
Regarding children, MR hasn’t seen or heard of anything of concern. There have been some 
lumps and bumps along the way. The children that have returned are very positive about coming 
back and about their experience in school. We are aware of some individual needs of children 
who haven’t been in school and we have been able to address those.  
On the whole, on the transition days, the children are bounding through the doors and thrived on 
spending the day with their friends and their teachers.  
We have had some wobbles from some of the staff – primarily from teachers feeling frustration 
from not being able to get back to normal.  
That’s understandable.  
How are we covering 7 classes in September? – our normal classes are allowed as a bubble.  
Do we have any particular staff welfare concerns going forward into next year?– no.  
From a Risk Assessment perspective – how is the guidance being applied and how are you 
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managing the RA process? – MR has been through the guidance, it has been reviewed by SLT 
and we have a staff meeting next Wednesday to discuss.  
We have a RA document which we used as a base for the school for opening in June. A lot of 
this will be repeated in September – e.g. Handwashing, cleaning, but other things will change – 
e.g. bigger bubbles. There could be changes in the summer holidays. We can address these on 
the inset day on 1st September.  
Have you thought about how you are going to address mandatory attendance? - Based on 
numbers that have returned to school or come in for transition days we don’t anticipate many 
problems. We will start to communicate plans for September in the newsletter that is sent out at 
the end of this week, but we have to be careful as things may change.  
Are we hoping to have school meals back in September? – the guidance says it should be. We 
should know more for Hawkesbury at the end of the week. Packed Lunches have been provided 
until now: this may continue for a short time in September.  
 
Are any extracurricular activities happening in September – e.g. breakfast club and ASC? – yes. 
Government guidance says we should provide our normal wrap around care. The guidance says 
providers should try to keep children in their separate bubbles in that provision, but recognises it 
won’t always be possible. For Hawkesbury it is more achievable in Breakfast Club than in After 
School Club due to the play element and length of time that After School Club runs for.  
The situation could then happen that for example if a child who goes to After School Club and 
Breakfast Club tests positive, we would need to close both clubs as well as their class for 2 
weeks.  
Presumably you will be liaising with ASC to ensure they understand how the bubbles work? – 
Yes, we have already been liaising with the chair Celia Rowlands.  
When do you think you will be able to communicate this to parents? – it will start in the 
newsletter this week.  
 
AS noted that there has been a huge difference since the children went back for their transition 
day:  they have been out playing with each other almost every day– this is a big increase in the 
social contact that the children (and adults) are getting. It is a huge positive resulting from the 
transition day.  
 
Governors would like to record a vote of thanks to the MR and all the staff for all the amazing 
work that has been done.  
 

6 SEND Report  
CW summarised her report (made available on Teams) and highlighted some particular recent 
developments: 
-Ofsted wanted us to look at quality first teaching for SEND children with staff and we have 
worked on this with Kim Lloyd.   
-We have tighter IPP targets to really focus on SEN, and teachers seem to have a much better 
grasp of that now. This will continue to be worked on and CW will continue to monitor.  
- Kim Lloyd is booked for October to follow up on training that staff received last year regarding 
quality first teaching.  
- Access to senco cluster meeting – this has been very useful. We will use it for intervention 
training that has had a positive impact at Iron Acton.  
- Lockdown – we have supported families: we have contacted families of concern and allocated 
places to certain individuals. 65% of identified families have taken up that offer. This is 
increasing as time goes on which is really lovely.  
Next year we would like to: 
- Invite parents into school to see interventions and for parents to understand progress for their 
child.  
- Carry out further training alongside Iron Acton staff.  
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Is there any additional support or finance as a result of the lockdown? – for example to help 
children who have lost out during lock down? – The government has said funding will be 
available.  We don’t know how much or when this will come through. Governors have allowed 
more SENCo time so this will help CW to identify and focus on pupils who need a little more 
support. MB noted that we will ensure we use the funding for pupils who need it but we also want 
to ensure we get children back into their “classes” and will be balancing this with the need for 
interventions. There is a big push on the social and emotional aspects as children come back to 
school in September.  
Governors agreed that it is going to be a hard job for teachers as some children will have been 
isolated and won’t have been mixing.  
MB said thank you to CW for her ongoing hard work and commitment to the children: it is 
excellent.  
MR left meeting. 

7 Partnership / Federation Update 
MB updated on the process that has been ongoing:  

 The parent governor nomination process concluded last Wednesday 1st July and two 
nominations were received: the two individuals were therefore elected to the two parent 
governor vacancies. They are Iona Cooper and Charlotte Murphy (existing Iron Acton 
governor).  

 The staff governor nomination process also concluded last Wednesday 1st July. Two 
nominations were received. The Steering Group had previously agreed that they would like 
to see staff from both schools represented on the new Governing Body, and therefore agreed 
that CW would take the role of elected staff governor, and that AB will be co-opted as a 
second staff governor.  

 JB will continue as the foundation governor. The process for this to be agreed with the 
Diocese has begun.  

 Revd Thompson has said to MB that he will not be able to take up the ex-officio post.  

 KK will be proposed as a co-opted governor.  

 IA have identified possibilities for co-opted governors.  

 The Steering Group had agreed that Sarah Godsell would be nominated as Local Authority 
governor. The new Governing Body will need to accept this nomination at its first meeting.  

 
An IoG has been prepared by the Dioceses, and has been shared on Teams.  
It was noted that SH had asked KB prior to the meeting if there were any other documents that 
would accompany the IoG: KB had confirmed with Governor Services that no other 
documentation would be required.  
SH commented that the IoG seems a bit thin, with nothing from the secular side.  Why are the 
parishes not represented in the breakdown of governors? It seems very heavy on the diocesan 
side, and nothing from the secular side?  
 
Governors were asked to vote on whether they agreed to adopt the Instrument of Government 
for the Pinnacle Schools Federation: Unanimously agreed.  
Foundation Governors: unanimously agreed. 
 
Self Evaluation 
AS noted that it had been a challenging couple of years, but we now have a new beginning. We 
need to think about what we have learnt but it’s also a new beginning and the new GB needs to 
take that opportunity. Governors agreed.  
Training – we need to look at training for the new board but also ensure that we have the right 
skills in the new governors.  
Do we have any areas outside the governing body that the school will need support with from 
people who may not be on the governing board? 
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The existing governing body will be dissolved on the Federation date (1st September).  
Who has decided who will be co-opted? – The Clerk explained that no-one has yet been co-
opted and whilst roles have been talked about and individuals have stated whether or not they 
would like to continue, the decision on which governors will be co-opted will be made by the 
elected governors who will start with the Federated Board on 1st September. At the first meeting, 
decisions will be made about who to co-opt.  
 

8 Policies approval 
SEND – ratified.  
Online safety - ratified 
Privacy Notice – Pupils- ratified 
Privacy Notice – staff - ratified 
Charges and Remissions – this Policy had been amended to incorporate elements of the School 
Meals Policy.  – ratified 
 

9 AOB 
JB spoke to thank MB and SH for all their hard work over many years and also said thank you to 
governors who won’t be continuing with the Federation. A social event will be organised in the 
Autumn term to recognise the hard word and input of all the Governors who are finishing.  
SH wished the school and governors the very best for the future – I hope you go from strength to 
strength.  
CW read a message from MR: 
“On behalf of the staff, I would like to thank all those governors who have decided to stand down 
at the end of this academic year as Hawkesbury begins its federation with Iron Acton from 
September 1st. I would like to say a particular thank you to Sue Hope who has served on the 
Governing Body for a very long time as has Jane Whitworth. Both Sue and Jane have played a 
significant role in the life of the school and have a made a positive difference to many children 
during that time.  
I’d also like to thank Mike Bendry for his commitment to the school over the past 6 years, during 
most of which he has carried out the role of chair. I have greatly valued the support he has given 
and the fortnightly meetings which have given a chance to discuss many important aspects of 
the daily running of the school.  
Thank you all for the role you have played during this particularly challenging year and for the 
support you have provided as governors. We have achieved a lot despite these challenges and 
we are now ready to continue on our school improvement journey in September.  
All those governors who are leaving are invited to join us at our Leavers’ Service on Friday 17th 
July at 2pm on the school field”.  
 
MB spoke to say: - thank you to all governors who are here now, and also those who have been 
governors over past 6 years, noting there have been challenging times but I value your support 
and I wish you all the very best. The school is in the very capable hands of Mike Riches and I 
wish the school all the best for the future.   
 
 

 
Meeting Closed: 19.22 
 
Action Checklist 

WHO ACTION WHEN 

KB Amendment to May minutes 17/07/20 
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From May Meeting  

MR / CW RSE Policy – consultation with parents to be completed in the Autumn 
term.  

30/11/20 

From March Meeting  

MB/Kate 
Bashford 

Annual review of vision & values to take place in September FGB 
meeting 

September 

IC/AS Arrange meeting to carry out curriculum monitoring – to be taken on by 
new FGB 

Ongoing 

AS Carry out website compliance review -  AS will try to complete over the 
summer but this may not be possible due to childcare & homeschooling. 

Ongoing 

 
 


